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Abstract.

Ion precipitation data from two co-orbiting Defense Meteorological

Satellite Program satellites(F6 and F8) are used to investigatemagnetopause
reconnection models. We examine differential fluxes between 30 eV and 30 keV,
from a Southern Hemisphere, prenoon pass during the morning of January 10,

1990. Data from the first satellite to passthrough the region (F6) show two
distinct ion energy dispersions•-1 ø of latitude apart, between 76ø and 79ø magnetic

latitude. The electrondata exhibitsimilarfeaturesat aroundthe sameregion
but with no or little energy dispersion, consistent with their high velocities. We
suggestthat the two energy dispersionscan be explained by two separate injections
resulting from two bursts of magnetopausereconnection. Data from the second

satellite (F8), which movedthroughthe sameregion I rain later, reveal the same
energy-dispersedstructures,only further poleward and with lessoverall flux. This
temporal evolution is consistentwith two recently reconnectedflux tubes releasing
their plasma as they move antisunward away from daysidemerging sites. However,
an observed overlap between the two ion energy dispersions suggestsa more
complex reconnection geometry than usual models can accommodate. We propose
a generalizedreconnectionscenariothat unifies the Bursty Single X-Line and the
Multiple X-Line Reconnectionmodels. A simple time-of-flight particle precipitation
model is constructed to reproduce the ion dispersions and their overlap. The
modeling results suggestthat for time-dependent reconnection the dispersion
overlap is observed clearly at low altitudes only for a short period compared with
the evolution timescale of the ion precipitation.
1.

Introduction

The notion of magnetic reconnectionwas first applied

tometer data, suggestedthat magnetopausereconnection can also occur in a transient, localized manner.

to the daysidemagnetopause
by Dungey[1961]to ex- Russelland Elphic[1978]calledthis patchy,impulsive
plore the processby which mass, energy, and momen-

reconnectiona flux transfer event or FTE. Accordingto

their picture, an FTE magneticsignaturecan be interflux tube, cretrial magnetosphere.Sincethen, direct evidenceof con- pretedin termsof a recentlyreconnected
ated
by
time-dependent,
localized
reconnection,
sweeptinuous, quasi-steady reconnectionhas been obtained
ing
past
the
spacecraft.
An
excellent
recent
review
of
[e.g.,Goslinget al., 1982].At the sametime, Haerendel
FTEs canbe foundin the work of Elphic[1995].
et al. [1978],reportingon HEOS 2 magneticfield and
tum

are transferred

from the solar wind

to the terres-

The "connectedtube" model introduced by Russell

plasma data, and more extensively Russell and Elphic

by $onnerup
[1978,1979]usinghigh-resolution
ISEE I and 2 magne- and Elphic[1978]and later investigated
[1987]isnotthe onlymodelforthe description
of FTEs.
Copyright2001by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
Paper number 2000JA000350.

0148-0227/ 01/ 2000JA 000350509.00

Other models were developedlater in an effort to understand the FTE phenomenonand its contribution to

flux transferin the magnetosphere.
For a descriptionof
all the modelscurrentlyin existence,see$choler[1995,
29,451
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et al., 1989; J. A. Fedder et al., Flux-transfer events
in global numerical simulationsof the magnetosphere,
submittedto Journalof Geophysical
Research,2001].
In the BSXR model, independentlydevelopedby

B2

•v

X

BI

$choler[1988a]and Southwood
et al. [1988],timedependent
reconnection
takesplaceon a singlex-line
alongan extendedlongitudinalsegment
of the dayside
magnetopause.
In their picture,magnetospheric
and
interplanetaryfieldsconnectthrougha loop-likestruc-

ture produced
by this "bursty"reconnection
[Biernat

"X

et al., 1987;$choler,1989]at a specific
longitudealong
the magnetopause.
In the presence
of either a flow
shearacross
theboundary
or anIMF By component
(or
both),the magnetic
loopis twistedin the y direction,
givingthecharacteristic
twistedfieldstructure
observed
in FTEs [e.g.,Paschmann
et al., 1982]. The burst
of enhancedreconnectioncreates a bulge which then

Bi

B2

Figure 1. Illustration of the Multiple X-Line Recon-

movesalongthe magnetopause
becauseof the tension
on the newly openedfield linesand the ambientmagnetosheath
flow,asis illustratedin Figure2 takenfrom
Scholer[1988a].Thisbulgedistortsthe fieldaroundit,
producing
the well-known
normalmagneticfieldFTE

nection(MXR) processlookingtoward the Sun [Son- signature
observed
by Russell
andElphic[1978][see
nerup,1987].
Saunders,
1983;Lockwood
andSmith,1994,hereinafter
referredto as LS94].
The main difference of these two models is in terms

and references
therein]. Here we will be concerned
with
two other models, namely, the Multiple X-Line Recon-

of the magneticfield connectivity,whichin turn is a

productof the differentreconnection
geometries,
mul-

nection (MXR) model and the Bursty Single X-Line
tiple versussingleneutrallines. In the MXR picture
Reconnection(BSXR) model.
The proponents
of the MXR model[Fu andLee,1985;
Lee and Fu, 1985, 1986; $hi et al., 1988, 1991] envisage the occurrence of magnetic reconnectionalong
several x-lines formed by the tearing mode instability
in the magnetopausecurrent layer. Two-dimensional

MHD simulations[e.g., $hi et al., 1991] have shown
that this type of reconnectionresults in the creation of
magnetic islands at the magnetopause,which grow in
time and subsequentlyconvect out of the reconnection

region. Lee and Fu [1985]suggested
that the presence
of an interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) By component will transform these islands into flux tubes, covering a large longitudinal segment of the dayside magnetopause and resembling the structure of FTEs, as

shownin Figure 1 [$onnerup,1987]. Two important
features of FTEs, their intermittence and twisted field
structure, are inherent properties of the MXR model.
Three-dimensionalstudiesof the flux ropesproducedby

the MXR model[Fu et al., 1990]indicatethat theyhave
"frayed" ends, meaning that the magnetic field at the
ends of the tubes connectsto both the magnetosheath

and magnetosphere
in a randomway. Lee et al. [1993],
however, have shown that an appropriate choice of xline length and distance between x-lines will lead to a
preferred connectionof the field at the endsof the tube.
Figure 2. Illustration of the Bursty SingleX-Line ReIt should be noted that magnetic flux ropes have also connection
(BSXR)process
lookingtowardtheSun[$cbeen found to form in the course of three-dimensional

holer,1988a].Only part of the reconnected
linesat the
semiglobalMHD simulations[Sato et al., 1986; Ogino dawnsideand dusksideare shownfor clarity.
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the magnetic field of the FTE flux tube connectsto ei- spaceparticle environmentat two nearly co-locatedpother the magnetosheathor the magnetosphereonly at sitions. The utility of these data sets has already been
the endsof the tube, sometimesdoing so erratically as demonstratedfor casestudiesof auroral particle precip-

andSpence,
pointedout by Fu et al. [1990].This meansthat thereis itation [ Watermannet al., 1993;Jorgensen
et al., 1999].
a topologicalconnectionbetween different longitudinal 1997;Jorgensen
The auroral crossingwe study here occurred during
a Southern Hemispherepolar pass,around 1040 UT, on
January 10, 1990. The spacecraftmoved from high to
low latitude, in the dawnside of the polar ionosphere,
and F6 was leading F8 with a time lag of -•60 s. The
the two models share some common features. $hi et al.
orbit tracks of the satellites in magnetic coordinatesare
[1991]arguedthat eventhoughthe MXR modeldepicts shownin Plate 1. They are so closethat their individual
reconnectionat multiple x-lines, the reconnectionrates tracks merge. The color band to the left of the orbits
at these x-lines do not have to be the same.
In the
indicatesthe time lag betweenthe two spacecraftat evcase of a much higher reconnectionrate at the equa- ery point along the orbit, translated in secondsusing
torward line compared with that at the poleward one, a the color scaleat the bottom right. The colorson the
thick layer of singly reconnectedfield lines will surround orbits themselvesrefer to the signaturesof the different
regionsencountered(cusp,low-latitude
the magnetic island formed in the MXR process. This magnetospheric
picture is similar to the one predictedby the BSXR ge- boundarylayer (LLBL), plasmasheet, and "other"),
ometry. The same authors provide a mechanismfor a which are describedto the right of the plot. These refromthe observed
particlefluxes,
transistion from multiple to single x-line reconnection gionsweredetermined
by meansof locally enhancedresistivity which triggers usinga modifiedversionof the originalNewell-Mengcri[NewellandMeng,1988],
a higher reconnectionrate at the equatorward neutral teria for regionidentification

segmentsof the frontsidemagnetopause.On the other
hand, the BSXR model invokesno suchtopologicallink,
havingindividualfield linesfrom both sidesof the magnetopauseconnectingovera limited longitudinal extent.
Despite their three-dimensionaltopological differences,

line.

in whichpriority is givento the cusp/LLBL identifica-

In this work we present particle precipitation data
from two low-altitude, co-locatedDefenseMeteorologi-

tion instead of the plasma sheet one.

throughlow-altitude reconnectionsignatures.We argue
that a full interpretation of the data requiresa combi-

both the DMSP F6 and F8 spacecraft. These sensors
havetheir look directionsalwaysorientedradially away
from the Earth. They are identical in design,measuring
the flux of precipitatingelectronsand ionsin 20 energy

The precipitatingparticle fluxeswere obtainedby
the
Geophysics
LaboratorySSJ/4 instrumentsflownon
cal SatelliteProgram(DMSP) satellitesas they passed

nation of both the MXR

and the BSXR

models.

We

show that the two factors mentioned above, the field

topologyand the extent of the neutral lines,play an important role in understandingthe low-altitude particle
signaturesof daysidemagnetopause
reconnection.Section 2 givesan overviewof the data and any additional

channels,logarithmicallyspacedover the energyrange
of 30 eV to 30 keV. Their duty cycle yields a complete

information

orbital track. For a more detailed account of the instru-

used. Section 3 describes the reconnection

20-pointelectronand ion spectrumonceper second.It
corresponds
to a spatialresolutionof -•7 km alongthe

seeHardyet al. [1984].
picture, while section4 presentsthe results of a sim- mentsand their specifications,
In
this
paper
we
focus
primarily
on ion fluxes,but we
ple time-of-flightprecipitationmodelusedto reproduce
the electrondatafor completeness.
Plate2
the data ion dispersions.Finally, section5 discusses
the alsopresent
conclusions of our work.
showsmagneticlatitude seriesof integraland differen-

2. Data Description
The two DMSP satellites used in this study, F6 and
F8, are in Sun-synchronous,circular polar orbits and
are virtually co-orbital in the dawn-dusk plane; their
cross-track separations rarely exceed 50 km at auroral latitudes. They both fly at altitudes between 800
and 900 km. A slight differencein their semimajor
axes yields a fractional difference in their orbital periods; they differ by lessthan 40 s out of -•101 minute
periods. This leads to a racetrack effect in which the

tial energyfluxes,frombothF6 andF8, forions(a) and
electrons(b), on a magneticlatitude grid with resolution of 0.05ø. The line color of the integral fluxes has
the same meaning as in Plate 1.

Two energy-dispersed
featurescan be seen in the
ion data from the F6 spacecraft(top two pannelsof

Plate 2a) with equatorward
edgesat 76.4ø and 77.2ø
magneticlatitude. Eachextendspolewardby several
degrees. These regionssatisfythe Newell-Mengcusp
identification criteria.

These well-known ion disper-

sionsare the result of the velocity filter effect in which
lowerenergyparticlesinjectedat the samelocationwith

fastersatellite(F6) "laps"the slowersatellite(F8) reg-

higherenergyoneswill arriveat lowaltitudesat pro-

ularly. The resonantinteraction time is -•11 days. Near
closestapproachtheir in-track separationgradually reduces to a minimum of -•10 km, thereby offering for
the first time simultaneoussamplingof the low-altitude

gressively
higherlatitudesdue to the polewardconvection of the field lines during southwardIMF conditions

[Rosenbauer
et al., 1975].Similarfeaturesappearalso
on the F8 ion data (bottomtwo pannelsof Plate 2a),

29,454
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which passedthrough the same region a minute later.
From F8 we can immediately see that the equatorward
edgesof the ion dispersionshave moved polewardto
76.7ø and 77.5ø magnetic latitude, respectively. This
revealsa poleward motion of the energydispersionsof
•-0.3 ø per minute or a correspondinglatitudinal velocity
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Followingthe above picture, each one of the two
energydispersions
seenin Plate 2a can be attributed
to a distinct reconnection event. The two open flux

tubes,formedin this way,releasetheir magnetosheath
plasmato the ionosphereas they evolveand convect
antisunward.The additionof an IMF By componentto
of 600 m s-•.
this picturewill slightlymodifythe detailsof the moremainunchanged.
As
The conditions prevailing in the solar wind during tion,but its maincharacteristics
[1990],a nonzeroBy
our observationsare of great importance for an accu- pointedout by SmithandLockwood
rate interpretation of the data, as will be highlighted will impart an east-westcomponentto the initial moMeasurements from the IMP 8 space- tion of the feet of the reconnected field lines around the
craft, located at around XcsM=-15 RE, give the mag- polar cap boundary due to the asymmetric tension on
nitudeof the threeIMF components
as (Bx,By,Bz)= the lines. Thereafter the lines are swept tailward by the
flow aroundthe magnetopause.
Taking
(-5 nT, +8 nT, -3 nT), which were steadythroughout magnetosheath
the event. The solar wind dynamic pressurewas around these effects into account in our case, we would expect

in section 3.

3 nPa. Our low-altitude observations are therefore durthe positiveIMF By to movethe ion dispersions
toward
ing southwardIMF conditionswith a big By compo- the noonmeridianin Plate I (whichincludesthe polenent, both favorable for magnetic reconnectionof the ward motionof the features,seenin Plate 2a). This pictypes discussedin section1 and again in the contextof ture is consistentwith high-latitude daysideionospheric
this event in the next section.
convective
flowsunderthe presenceof an IMF By component[Cowleyet al., 1991a](seealsothe cuspreview
by Smithand Lockwood
[1996]).
3. Reconnection
Scenario

Our reconnectionscenarioimplements the basic principlesof two earlier ideas: the BSXR model of $choler 3.2. Overlapping Dispersions
[1988a]andSouthwood
et al. [1988]andthe MXR model
At first glancethe ion data seemto be in agreement
of Lee and Fu [1985].The BSXR modelis usedto give with the BSXR processand the pulsating cusp model.
an initial interpretation of the ion data, while the MXR
A closerlook at the data, however,reveals one signifmodel is invoked to explain the topological discrepan- icant detail that this model alone cannot reproduce.
ciesarisingfrom a closerinspectionof the observedion The two ion energydispersionsoverlapwith eachother,
dispersions.
on both F6 and F8 data. The overlap occurs between
3.1.

BSXR

77.2ø (77.45ø) and77.7ø (77.6ø) in the F6 (FS) data (see

Only

Smith and Lockwood
[1990]suggested
that the lowaltitude particle signatureof time-dependentreconnection at the magnetopauseis a "pulsatingcusp." Adopting the principlesof the BSXR mechanism,they argued
that a burst of enhanced reconnection

will result in the

formation of a plasma "bubble" extending in longitude
alongthe magnetopause,which will then releaseits particles, observedin the form of dispersedsignaturesat

low altitudes. Cowleyet al. [1991b]and Smith et al.
[1992]predictedthat the resultof the intermittenceof

Plate 2a). This naturally raisesthe question,how can
two differentplasmainjectionspopulate the samefield
lines? The BSXR model predictsthem to be completely
separated,boundedby explicitlydistinctfieldlines(see
Figure 2 of Lockwood
and Davis [1996],hereinafterreferred to as LD96). Thereforethey either have crossed
into each other's "domain" after reconnection(violating the frozen-incondition)or haveformedon common
field lines at separate but topologically connectedreconnection

sites.

Overlapping injections of magnetosheathions have
reconnectionat the magnetopausewill be discontinuous attracted much attention in recent years. First observed
changesin the ion precipitationcharacteristicsat low al- by Carlsonand Totbert[1980]in rocketexperiments,
titudes. More specifically,they suggestedthat sudden they have also recently been detectedat midaltitudes
jumps will appear in the low-energycutoff of the ion by the Viking satellite[Wochand Lundin, 1991, 1992;
dispersivefeatures due to changesof the reconnection Yamauchiand Lundin, 1994]. LS94 interpretedthese
rate at the subsolarpoint. Newelland Meng[1991]ob- overlapsas a finite gyroradiuseffect and stressedthat
servedthese suddenenergytransitions in ion cuspspec- no overlapshouldbe observedfor the field-alignedpretrogramsfrom the DMSP F7 satellite (givingthem a cipitating particles,in goodagreementwith the absence
spatialrather than temporalinterpretation),and Lock- of these features in low-altitude ion data from the DE 2
woodand Smith[1992]deviseda methodto deducethe or DMSP satellites. The same year, however, overlapreconnection rate variations from the ion energy-time pingfeatureswerereportedby Norberget al. [1994]in
spectrogram. Applying their method to one of the low-altitude data taken by the Freja satellite.
In an effort to explain these observations,Lockwood
Newell and Meng [1991]spectra,they concludedthat
reconnection

occurs in a series of short bursts bounded

by periods of little or no reconnection.

[1995a]cameup with a new mechanism
that can cause
overlapseven for the zero pitch angle particles, based
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Jan.10,1990
10:36-10:•4

UT

Averagetime
lag: 64 sec
Cusp
LLBL

Plasma

Sheet

Other

Plate 1. DMSP satelliteorbits overthe southernpolar cap. The two tracksare almostidentical.
The colorband to their left indicatesthe time lag betweenthem, givenin secondsby the color
scaleto the bottom right. The magnetospheric
regionsare alsoidentifiedwith the colorson the
tracks

themselves.
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Plate 2. Integral and differentialion (a) and electron(b) energyfluxes. The line color of
the integralfluxescorresponds
to the regionsshownimmediatelyabove. The arrowspoint the
location of the high-energypart of the energydispersions.
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on the combinedeffectsof ion acceleration
immediately mechanismat the sametime. This suggeststwo distinct
after reconnection,straighteningof field lines, and ion injection eventson originally different magnetospheric
time of flight. According to his mechanism,a preex- field lineswhichsubsequently
becometopologicallyconisting single dispersion at some point bifurcates, with nectedto eachother, mappingdownto the sameregion
low- and high-energyparticles present but little or no
intermediate energy ones. Later on, the two energyseparatedparts merge again in a singledispersion.Any
changein the reconnectionrate restoresthe bifurcated
conditions, causing sudden jumps for both or at least
the high-energyportions of the ion dispersion.However,

on the high-latitude ionosphere.
Additional evidencefor the two-injectiontheory comes from the electron spectra of Plate 2b. They also
show two separate injections at almost the same positions as the ions, with the same separation and similar
poleward motion. The electron data also reject the posthis does not seem to be the case in our event. Lockwood
sibility of contaminationof the ion detector by heavier
[1995b,p. 21,799]pointedout that the bifurcatedstruc- ions, which if present could be responsiblefor the secture "only arises for field lines which accelerateover a ondion dispersion,
as suggested
by Burchet al. [1982].
sufficientdistanceof the magnetopause
beforestraight- In the caseof a singleinjection which splits into two in
ening." This requires reconnectionto occur at fairly the ion spectra due to different ion species,one injeclow, subsolarlatitudes(or eventhe oppositehemisphere tion shouldhave been observedin the electron spectra,

for extremecases).As discussed
in section4, our reconnection event likely occurred near the southern cusp,

which

is not true here.

Xue et al.

[1997] attempted to accountfor two
allowinglittle or no acceleration(beforestraightening) seemingly separate overlapping injections, seen in the
for the newly reconnectedfield lines.
midaltitudeViking data [e.g., Yamauchiand Lundin,
Using data from the Polar satellite, Fuselief et al. 1994]for all pitch angles,by meansof magnetosheath
[1997]observedbifurcatedion signaturesin whichthe plasmadensityfluctuationscoupledwith a steadystate
high-energycomponentexhibits the usual energy-lati- reconnection. By allowing the magnetosheathplasma
tude dispersionbut the low-energyone is dispersion- density to fall for a specific time interval and then reless. Followingthe suggestionof Yamauchiand Lundin turn to its original high value, and assumingthat differ[1994],they attributed the overlapto re-reconnectionent energy zero pitch angle particles on the same field
of a singlemagnetosphericline at different points with line comefrom differentpoints alongthe magnetopause
differentcomponentsof a highly draped IMF. Each one [e.g.,Onsageret al., 1993],they produceda simulated
of the two observedoverlappingenergy componentsis overlappingsignature in which a band of low particle
then due to a separateparticle injection at two different flux appearsat middle energiesdue to the mappingof
reconnectioneventson the same field line, although it these particles to the low-density magnetosheathduris not clear why the low-energyone appearsdispersion- ing the density reduction. They pointed out, however,
less. Finally, Trattner et al. [1998],reportingalsoon that a clearly observedoverlapwould require a strictly
Polar observations, identified a different kind of over- limited rangeof duration for the magnetosheathdensity
lapping signature, one that does not evolvefrom a pre- variation(--1 min). Too shortan interval(of the order
existing single dispersion but rather exhibits random of seconds)would result in the mergingof the two enappearanceand disappearanceof overlappingenergy ergy components,
while too long an interval (--2 min)
bands, sometimesabove and below an original steady would lead to energy dispersionswell separatedin latitrace. Becauseof the absenceof jumps in the energy tude and hencenot overlapping,especiallyfor the fieldof these traces and the occasionalpresenceof a sta- aligned particles.
ble original trace, they concludedthat steadyreconnecEven though this mechanismhas the potential of protion conditionsmust prevail at the magnetopause.They ducingoverlappingfeaturesat low altitudes, it doesnot
added that the transient nature of the energy overlap seemto be the sourceof our DMSP overlappingion dismight suggestmultiple injections on the same field line persions. The fortuitous two-point nature of our data
(i.e., re-reconnection),
lendingsupportto the modeldis- can reasonably exclude this hypothesis. Since the time
cussedby Fuseliefet al. [1997],althoughthe data are lag betweenthe two measurementsis I min, if the durastill inconclusive as to the exact mechanism.
tion of the proposeddensitydecreasehad beenlessthan
In the above reported models of field-aligned,over- i min, one spacecraft would have fallen outside the flux
lapping ion energy features, the overlap beginsat the reductioneffectand thus would have observeda single
same point in spacefor both energy components,indi- continuousdispersion. On the other hand, if the duracating either a singleinjection with missingintermedi- tion had been more than I min, the overlap observed

ate energies[Lockwood,
1995a]or successive
injections would have been almost nonexistent. The obvious inonthe samegeomagnetic
fieldline [Fuseliefet al., 1997]. variability of the two ion dispersionsin both latitudinal
Our ion dispersions
differfrom the abovein that they extent and energy structure requires a different interhave well-separatedonsetsin latitude, both at similar pretation of the apparent overlap.
energies,but the polewardlow-energyedgeof the equaAll the studiespreviouslyconductedon the subject
torwarddispersionoverlapswith the high-energy
onset of overlappingdispersions,includingthe currently pro-

of the polewardone,excludinga pureBSXR generating posed one, are summarized in Table 1. Before we offer
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Table 1. OverlappingDispersionStudies
Authors

Wochand

Spacecraft

Altitude

IMF

Viking

midaltitude

mainly radial

Lundin[1992]
Norberget aI. [1994]

Mechanism

finite gyroradius

(smallBy)
Freja

low altitude

assumed southward

LS94
bifurcation

Lockwood
[1995a]

Yamauchiand
Lundin[1994]

Viking

midaltitude
(all angles)

roughlysouthward

magnetosheath
density variations

Xue et aI. [1997]
Fuseliefet aI. [1997]

Polar

midaltitude
(all angles)

(-Bx, +By, -Bz )

re-reconnection

Trattneret aI. [1998]

Polar

midaltitude

(+Bx, +By, • O)

re-reconnection

First event

Trattneret aI. [1998]

(all angles)

Polar

Secondevent
Current study

midaltitude

or bifurcation?

(-B•, +By,-Bz)

(all angles)
DMSP F6/F8

low altitude

re-reconnection

or bifurcation?

(-B•, +By,-Bz)

BSXR

and MXR a

aBSXR, Bursty SingleX-Line Reconnection;
MXR, Multiple X-Line Reconnection.

a new mechanismfor the generationof ion overlapping
dispersions,we want onceagain to underline the significanceof the IMF orientation in any intercomparisonbetweenthe processes
producingthem. Different IMF orientations will result in substantially different reconnec-

formsthe low-level,backgroundcomponentwhilebursts
of enhancedflux transferof the BSXR type are superimposedon it. FollowingLee andFu [1985],a spatially

constant,low resistivity givesrise to low-levelreconnection at multiple x-lines. The magneticislandsform.and
tion geometries[Luhmannet al., 1984; Crookeret al., slowlymovepolewardand in the dawn-duskdirection,
1985;Crooker,1986],givinga rangeof possibleoverlap- owing to the tension on the open field lines and the
causingmechanismstaking place during entirely differ- presence
of an IMF By component.In this way there
ent conditions,one not necessarilyinvalidating another. is a continuoustopological link for the entire frontside
magnetopause.
3.3.

BSXR

and

MXR

We proposea new overlap-producingmechanismbased on the conceptof pulsed reconnectionat the magnetopause, but one that does not strictly adhere to the
BSXR model. Instead, both the BSXR and the MXR
models are involved in this mechanism, with different
temporal and spatial scales,together with different contributing reconnectionrates. The idea of two coexisting

reconnectionprocesses
is old. Many authors[Cowley,
1982; Rijnbeek et al., 1984; Lockwoodand Smith, 1992;

The processis illustrated in Figure 3 in a sequence
of schematicsnapshotsof the backgroundreconnection
regime, as seen from the Sun. Two multiply reconnectedfield lines(thickersolidlines)are formed,onein
each row of panels. The first panel of each row depicts
the prereconnection picture, the second depicts the reconnectionoccurring first at the primary x-line at the
center, and the third depicts the follow-up reconnection
at the secondary x-lines above and below. The first,
evolved, multiply reconnected line is retained in the

1994;Pinnocket al., 1995]havediscussed
the possibil- secondrow, to demonstrate the formation of the MXR
background. The thin solid lines denote all the other
field lines involved in the process,while the thin dotted
lines are the original dipole line positions. Following
reconnection,the magnetic tension pulls the lines poleousreconnection.Cowley[1982]suggested
that steady ward and in the dawn-duskdirection. This is a simple
state and impulsive reconnection processesmay both illustration of the field topologywhich ignoressomeof
be part of a continuousspectrum of reconnectionspace the details of MXR like the tilted x-lines due to the IMF
ity of continuous and time-dependent FTE-like reconnection occurring simultaneouslyat the magnetopause.
They noted that bursts of enhanced reconnection can
take place on top of a low-level, background continu-

and time

scales.

By component[LeeandFu, 1985;Crooker,1986].

We take the idea of coexistingreconnectionprocesses In addition to this low-levelprocess,the presenceof
a step further by suggestingthat the MXR process a localizedand time-dependentenhancedresistivityat
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Figure 3. Six snapshots
illustratingthe formationof two multiply reconnected
field lines(thicker
solidlines) seenfrom the Sun, one row of panelsfor eachline.

the central, primary neutral line will modulate the rate
of reconnection there, switching to the BSXR mech-

patchy BSXR picture. For the record, patchy merging
has also been invoked in the context of other recon-

anism in the way outlined by Shi et al. [1991]. A

nectionmechanisms,
like MXR [La Belle-Hameret al.,

layer of singly reconnectedfield lines will form, piling
up around the multiply reconnectedonesand sweeping
them along as they move more or lessin the same direction. This may partly account for the strong core
magnetic field observedin FTEs in a way similar to

1988]or component
mergingat multipleoff-equatorial
sites[e.g.,Kan, 1988;Nishida,1989].

in their three-dimensional

producedlines (B,D) and (A,C) respectively,will overlap betweenthe pointsB• and C• in the ionosphere."A"

Furthermore,if the onsetsand durationsof the BSXR
eventsthat producethese plasma blobs do not exactly
match, the blobs will be only partially threaded by the
that proposedby Scholer[1988b].The field configura- samefield lines, allowingany degreeof overlapbetween
tion in this case will be the result of a superpositionin the resulting ion energy dispersionsat low altitudes.
spaceof the fields shownin Figures I and 2, with the The first plasma injection will have the poleward lowsingly reconnectedfield lines engulfingthe multiply re- energy edge of its dispersionappearingfurther poleconnected ones. Since most hot ions in the BSXR model
ward of the onesforming at later times. This picture is
residein the center of the plasma structure formed by schematicallyillustrated in Figure 4, in a format simiit [e.g., Southwood
et al., 1988],they will find them- lar to that of Figure 3. Figure 4a showsthe view from
selveson multiply reconnectedlines and therefore es- the Sun of magnetopausefield lines, while Figure 4b
cape along these lines down toward the ionosphere.Fu showstheir projection to the ionosphere. Two finiteet al. [1990]observed
theseenhanced
tube-aligned
flows sizeplasmablobs, I and 2, boundedbetweenthe MXRMXR

simulations.

But how can this unifying model accountfor the ion
dispersionoverlap? If the burst of reconnectionat the
primary x-line is confinedto a small longitudinalsegment, then a number of plasma "blobs" of this type
can form at the sametime but at differentlongitudes.
Thereby, all of them map down to a common ionosphericfootprint of the interconnectingmultiply reconnected field lines produced by the backgroundMXR
process. While the issue of the longitudinal extent of
individual reconnectioneventsis still highly contested

is the oldest line, and "D" is the newest one.

4. Dispersion Model
In this sectionwe demonstratethe ability of the above
unifying reconnectionmodel to produce the observed
overlap of the ion energy dispersionsand its temporal evolution,usinga simpletime-of-flightprecipitation
model. The key element in our calculation is the fact

(seeLD96 andreferences
therein),ourmodeladoptsthe that unlike the previous time-dependent reconnection
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well-knownlow-energyion cutoff of the ion energy dispersions. It constitutesa powerful tool for investigating the properties of the magnetopausereconnection

site [Lockwood
and Smith, 1992; Phillips et al., 1993;
Newelland Meng, 1995;Lockwood,
1995b].Alongwith
decreasingion energy with increasinglatitude, a drop

of the ion flux is also observed[e.g., Newell et al.,
1991].This is a resultof the variationof magnetosheath
propertiesalong the magnetopause
[$preiter and Stahara, 1985] and the realizationthat as a consequence
of the tailward convectionof the open field lines, magnetosheath plasma crossesthe magnetopausecontinu-

ouslyat a largerangeof locationsIOnsageret al., 1993;
LS94].
Severalmodelsof the aboveprocessand resultingen-

18 MLT

16

;

ergy dispersions
exist. Onsageret al. [1993]combined

20

/
i

22

12

three different modules to associatelow-altitude particles with the magnetosheathphase spacedensity. AssumingMaxwellian distributions in the magnetosheath,
they calculatedthe particle fluxes at the magnetopause
and, through Liouville's theorem and model fields, the
fluxes in the low-altitude precipitation regime. Subse-

quently,Onsageret al. [1995]revisedthis modelusing

b

6

Figure 4. Reconnectionsnapshotillustrating the
mechanism
producingthe overlapof the ion energydispersions.(a) The plasma"blob"locationsat the magnetopause,viewedfrom the Sunwith Earth at the upper right corner. (b) The respectivefeet in the polar
ionosphere
of the field linesboundingthem. The arrow
indicatesthe apparent motion of the energyfeatures.
The overlapoccursbetweenthe linesB and C, connecting to B/ and C•, respectively,
in the ionosphere.

improvedmagnetic and electric fieldsand comparedthe
results with both high- and low-altitude observedspectra. The measuredion flux and energy behavior were
modeledsufficientlywell at both altitudes. One notable
discrepancy was that the cusp location systematically
appearedat latitudes significantlyhigher than thoseob-

servedin the data. Newell and Wing [1998]introduced
further improvements,including the use of Kappa distributions instead of Maxwellians, an upgraded magnetic field model, and more realistic ionospheric con-

vection velocities, resulting in a proper geolocationof
the cusp.

The models discussedso far, called "Onsager-class"

modelsby Newell and Wing [1998], treat the entire

high-latitude dayside precipitation environment, from
the open LLBL to the cusp and the plasma mantle, as
models(e.g., LS94, LD96) which use a single,variable a consequenceof quasi steady state reconnectionat the
reconnection rate, our reconnection scenario allows the magnetopause. This produces ion energy dispersions
independent modeling of the reconnectionrate at each which progresssmoothly from LLBL to cusp to mantle
spatially separatedlocation, marked by the blobs 1 and morphology,like the examplespresentedby Newell and
appearingin the ion
2 in Figure 4. In doing so, the observedoverlap of the Meng [1995]. Any discontinuities
dispersionswere attributed to spatial rather than temresulting ion dispersionscan be reproducedeasily.
4.1.

Dispersion Modeling

Background

Single,nonoverlappingion dispersionshavelong been

poral effects[Newell and Meng, 1991; Onsageret al.,
1995].
The explicit inclusion of temporal variations of the

observed
in the high-latitudeplasmamantle[Rosenbau- magnetopause reconnection rate in models was first in-

er et al., 1975]and the magnetospheric
cusps[Reiff et troducedby LS94 for the high- and low-energycutoffs
al., 1977].The magnetosheath-like
plasmacontentwas of the low-altitude ion spectra,then subsequentlyby
LD96 for the complete ion spectrum. As mentioned in
section3.1, this idea was basedon the pulsatingcusp
tailward motion (under southwardIMF conditions)of model of Smith and Lockwood[1990]and the predicnewly open field lines, owing to the combined effect tion and observationof discontinuousjumps in the ion
of magnetic tension and tailward magnetosheathflow'. energy dispersion characteristics, the so-called "stairThis velocity filter effect leads to the formation of the case"signature[Escoubet
et al., 1992].Thesesignatures
one clue to their associationwith magnetopausereconnection. Their spectral characteristics result from bulk
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.slice

were reproduced in the above models for both discrete
reconnection pulses with zero reconnection in between

(LD96) and burstsof enhancedreconnection
on top of a
low-levelbackground(LS94). Similar resultswerealso
obtained for midaltitude cusp data [Lockwood
et al.,
1998]and variousorientationsof a low-altitudespace-

Magnetopause

..........

craft orbit with respect to the open-closedboundary

(OCB) (LD96).
4.2.

Time-of-Flight

Precipitation

a

F6/F8 orbits

Model

We present here the results of a simple precipitation
model that reproducesthe observedion energy dispersions. We discuss the model only qualitatively, with
a more quantitative description to be presented elsewhere. In contrast to previous precipitation models,

no particle tracing in prescribedmagnetic and electric

Vi
Ionosphere

EquatorIs

Pole

fields[Onsageret al., 1995;Newelland Wing,1998]or Figure 6. A schematicdrawing illustrating the loss
rigoroustreatment of magnetosheath
properties(Lock- process. PB, plasma blob; LB, loss boundary. R is the
wood, 1995b; LS94) are applied. Rather, simplified distancefrom the spacecraftto the P B kept constant at
magnetosheathconditions are used to best reproduce all times,Vf and vi are the velocitiesof the blob at the
the spacecraft measurements, from which essential elements of the processcan be understood. It is based

magnetopauseand the ion dispersionsin the ionosphere,
respectively.See text for more details.

on time-of-flight arguments, the time and energy dependence of the magnetosheathparticle flux, and the
tion ceases.The plasma "blob" createdby this burst
effectsof temporal variations of magnetopausereconof reconnection then movesantisunward while retaining
nection.
In their review of low-altitude cusp particle signatures, LS94 concludedthat once a field line is opened,
there will be a continuousentry of magnetosheathparticlesinto the magnetosphere,all alongthe magnetopause
as this line convectsantisunwardby the solar wind flow.
In this work we use a simpler but conceptually similar approach,proposedinitially by Smith and Lockwood
[1990]in the contextof the BSXR model.In their viewa
cylindrically shapedflux tube of finite width reconnects
along some longitudinal extent at the magnetopause
during somefinite time interval, after which reconnec-

fa) • •. (b)

its shapeandinitiallywithoutreleasing
its particles,as

shown
in Figure5 [fromSmithandLockwood,
1990].At
somelater point the particlesare released,precipitate,
and are observedas energy-dispersed
featuresat low
altitudes.

We shouldpoint out that their assumption
of a confined,finite plasmablobis highlyidealized.Nevertheless,eventhoughthe magnetosheath
providesa constant source of particles, the hot, dense particles that
only exist near the subsolarregion can be modeledas a
finite volumesource. Furthermore,the simplicity of the
model basedon this picture facilitates demonstrationof
the BMXR mechanism,so we adopt this framework.
Each ion dispersion in Plate 2a is modeled as the result of the time evolution of a finite width plasma blob

•aRORS
of the type proposedby Smith and Lockwood
[1990].

•- X-UqE
(c)

The conceptual model is illustrated schematically in
Figure 6. The frozen-in conditionis observed;that is,
the field lines move at the samespeedas the plasma blob

(PB). Owingto tensionproduced
by the IMF By component,flux tubes and the energydispersions
will move
toward noon. In the model, however, we are concerned
only with the latitudinal componentof the inferred motion.

Precipitation starts when the leadingedgeof the flux
tube reachesa conceptual boundary we call the "loss

boundary" (LB), equivalentin reality to the OCB in

Figure 5. Plasma
blobmotionafterreconnection,
in
a meridional
cutlooking
fromdusk(called"bubble"
by
SmithandLockwood
[1990]).

terms of particle precipitation. It is the point where
plasma containment is lost and particles are released,
and it maps to the satellite altitude at a latitude ls.
We separate each blob into perpendicular-to-its-motion

slicesthat loseparticlesindependentlyfrom neighboring
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sion moves, the high-flux tail of the first one remains
virtually unchanged.
Another interestingresult of the model is the low vala rate r(t,E), whichin essence
describes
the particle

slices. This reflects the frozen-in assumption. Every

slice that reachesthe LB starts losing particles with

flux at this point in the magnetosheath.The particle uesof R (8-9 -RE) for both dispersions.Thesewerededistribution function in each slice is assumed to be a

termined by a visual match of the low-energyion cutoff

truncatedconvecting
Maxwellian[Cowley,1982]with from the data and the model. They were later contemperatureTb and densitynb commonfor the entire firmed by a more rigoroustreatment to be presentedin
blob. The energyflux reachingthe satelliteis directly a future publication. They indicate an initiation of parrelatedto the lossrate at the blob (throughLiouville's ticle precipitation, or alternatively reconnectionitself,

theorem),taking into accountthe traveltime of the at high latitudes near the southern cusp, rather than
particles.

at low (i.e., subsolar)latitudes. This conclusion
is sup-

ported by the high values of the boundary-tangential
precipitatingparticles,servesonlyto highlightthe locus magnetosheathflow speed in the plane of the sheath
of particlearrival in the ionosphere
accordingto their field near the x-line. The resulting sheath velocities of

Note that the hatchedarea of Figure 6, denotingthe

1 and 2, respecenergyat later times,not the time whenthe respective -210 and -110 km s-1 for dispersions
slice crossesthe LB. At any time, precipitation occurs tively, are suggestiveof a high-latitude reconnectionsite

et
onlybetweenthe twofieldlines(dottedlines)bounding as opposedto a low-flow,low-latitudeone [Lockwood
the blob,if the time-of-flightrequirementapplies.This al., 1995].
requirementis imposedby the assumption
of temporal

variations of the reconnectionrate at the magnetopause, 4.4. Temporal Evolution
which create a finite-size PB mapping to a latitudinal
As mentioned in section 4.3, the sharp equatorward
extent lb at the ionosphere.
edge of the energy dispersionsand its uniform motion
impliesthat we observethe ion dispersionsafter the en4.3.
Model
Results
tire PB crossedthe LB or, alternatively, after the cesThe above model is used to simulate the two ion dis- sation of reconnectionat the magnetopause. However,

persionsseenin the F6 data of Plate 2a. Parameters using our time-dependent model, we can explore any
werefixed throughfits to the observations.Usingthe stage of their evolution.
We discoverthree distinct phasesof the energy disF6-derivedparameters,we let the modelevolvetemporallyuntilthe timeof the F8 data,wherethe model-F8 persions: the "growth" phase, when the dispersionis
data match is examined. We assume that all disper- still forming and is difficult to be identified;the "masions move with the same constant latitudinal velocity turity" phase,when the entire dispersionis present(at
vi = 600 m s-• deducedearlier throughcomparison leastdownto the particleenergieswith significantflux);
of F6 and F8 data. The results are shown in Plate 3.

and the "decline" phase, when the dispersionis disap-

pearing at the low-latitude end due to the finite size
well. The flux and low-energyion cutoffevolutionwith of the plasma blob or, equivalently,to the finite duramagneticlatitude and hencetime sincereconnectiontion of reconnectionat the magnetopause.These three
are renderedwith sufficientaccuracy. The steep low- phasescorrespondroughly to three time intervals:
The modelsimulatesthe two ion dispersionsremarkably

latitudeedgecorresponds
to the temporalvariationof
reconnection,
whilethe extendedlow-flux,high-latitude
edgeresultsfromthe tailwardacceleration
of the field

t <<
rE,max
, "growth

rE,max
• t < tbt
tbt <

lines.

t

, "maturity"
,

(1)

"decline"

The observedoverlap between the two dispersions,
which was the main point pursued here, is also eas- where t is the time since the start of precipitation, tbt

ily recognized
in the modelresultsfor bothspacecraft.is the time it takes the entire blob to cross the LB,
for the lowest-energy
The apparentreductionof this overlapwith time, be- and tE,maxis the time necessary
tweenthe F6 and F8 data, arisesnaturallyin the model particleswith detectablefluxesto reachthe spacecraft,

dueagainto the transientnatureof reconnection.
Fol- in this case around 200 eV. We can see from these inlowingcessation
of reconnection
at the magnetopause,equalitiesthat for the energydispersionto be clearly
the equatorward
edgeof the iondispersion
movesalong and entirelyvisiblewe needtbt •>rE,max.This, in turn,
with the last reconnected field lines at the same iono-

sphericvelocity.Its polewardedgemoveswith the same
speed,but its energyfluxat significant
levels(redcolor
in Plate 3) remainsmoreor lessstationary.So even
thoughthe actualoverlapremainsconstant,the ability to observe
the overlapdecreases
with time. While
the high-fluxequatorward
edgeof the seconddisper-

meansthat the plasmablob hasto be big enoughin size
and/or relativelynearby.Thesetime requirements
are
consistentwith a high-latitudereconnection
site. They
alsorequirea sufficientlylong durationfor the reconnection

burst.

The full temporalevolutionof the two energydispersionsis shownin Plate 4. Snapshotsof the latitudinal
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profile are shown, representing what a satellite would tionary sequence, which complicates the picture. The
observeat successivetimes; the secondand third to last lack of observedoverlap is not necessarilyan indicator
frames representthe instanceswhen F8 and F6, respec- that BMXR is not operating. It could rather be that
tively, encounteredthe evolving structures. The three the observationswere obtained either early or late in
dispersion phases mentioned above are seen clearly in the cycle, when overlap is absent or ambiguous.
In summary,the BMXR model is a promisingmechthis presentation. Both dispersionsare referred to a
common time frame, noted above each frame, corre- anism for daysidemagnetopausereconnection.It sugspondingto the lifetime of the oldestone (dispersion2 geststhat all previouslyproposedreconnectionmodels

in Plate 2a).

can be described

as different

manifestations

of a sin-

gle unifying scheme.Which one dominatesat any time
is dependent on the magnetopauseconditions and the
5. Conclusions
IMF input. Finally, we highlight that the two-point
In this paper we proposed a generalizedmodel for measurementswere essential to our analysis and pave
reconnectionat the dayside magnetopause. It unifies the way to future multipoint missionsto explore the
two already well-known processes,the BSXR and MXR
low-altitude, high-latitude spaceenvironment.
models, in a heretofore unique way. MXR operates
globally, semicontinuously,and at a low level, while
Acknowledgments.
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the BSXR is patchy, intermittent, and in the form of Crooker for her valuable comments. This work was supby NASA grant NAG5-4273 and NSF grant ATMenhancedbursts, occurring on top of the MXR back- ported
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ground. For conveniencewe refer to this processas the
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anism. Overlapping ion features observedat low al- this paper.

titudes can naturally arise in the context of this new
reconnectionregime. With correct timing of the BSXR
patches,any desireddegreeof overlapcan be easilyproduced.

Despite its general flexibility, however, we do not
claim that the BMXR processis always the dominant
magnetopause reconnection mechanism. Other mechanisms, like its isolated component processes,BSXR
and MXR, or even steady state reconnection,may at
times dominate the flux transfer process.Occasionally,
the longitudinal extent of the BMXR processmay be
limited too, owing to only part of the frontsidemagnetopause satisfying the required conditions. If the underlyingMXR breaksdown at a specificlongitude,i.e.,
the secondaryx-lines disappear, the plasma blobsforming beyond this point will map down to a significantly
dislocatedionosphericposition. In fact, severalBMXR
segmentscan simultaneouslyoccur at different parts of
the magnetopause,separatedby simpleBSXR or steady
state reconnection processes. Our data are unable to
addressthis distinctive possibility, sincethose disconnectedfield line footprintswill likely fall well outsidethe
satellite paths. Only a cluster of "low-altitude" spacecraft could resolvesuchambiguities.
We also developeda particle precipitation model based on a number of simple principles. The independent modelingof the two ion dispersions,a direct conse-

quenceof the proposedBMXR process,can easilygenerate their observed overlap. This demonstrates the
feasibility of the BMXR model in this instance and
may point to a more general applicability. We argue
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